Commutativity for unbounded representations is studied in terms of the Cayley transform.
Introduction and notation
We study commutativity of unbounded representations of a *-algebra. In our previous paper [5] , we introduced the notion of strong commutativity for representations by using the strong commutants of representations and gave some results related to an extension of a representation. In this note we study the relation between the strong commutativity of representations and their corresponding Cayley transforms. Moreover, in relation to a question on the integrable extension of a representation, we show that there is no integrable extension of a representation under a pointwise commutativity condition on the corresponding Cayley transforms.
Let 21 be a *-algebra with unit e and 21/, be the set of all hermitian elements of 21. Let n he a linear mapping of 21 into all closable linear operators on a common dense subspace 3f(n) of a Hilbert space %f such that 2(n) is invariant under each n(x) (x e 21). If n satisfies that n(e) = I, the identity operator on %?, and n(x)n(y)n -n(xy)n for all x, y e 21 and n e 2(n), and also n satisfies (n(x)c;, n) = (c;, n(x*)n) for all x e 21 and £, n e 2S(ti), then n is said to be a ^representation of 21 on ^. If the domain 2!(ti) is complete with respect to the induced topology given by the family of seminorms {||7r(x)^|| : x e 21} , n is called closed. The adjoint representation n* is defined by 3l(n*)= f]3f(n{x)*) , n*(x) = n(x*)*\3nn.) (the restriction of n(x*)* to 3(tC)).
If n = n*, we call n selfadjoint. A closed *-representation n is called integrable (or standard in terms of [6] ) if n(a*) = n(a)* for all a e 21, where the bar denotes the closure of an operator. If n is integrable, then it is selfadjoint. We note that a closed ^-representation n is integrable if and only if n(a) is essentially selfadjoint for all a e 21/,.
For a bounded operator B and a densely defined operator K in %?, we say that B commutes with K if the relation BK C KB holds; namely, B leaves the domain 2(K) invariant and BKc; = KBS, for all £ e 3(K). Also we say that B weakly commutes with K if BK C K*B holds. We next recall the definitions of the strong and weak commutants of a representation. For a representation ti of 21 on %?, the weak commutant Ww(n) is defined by Ww(n) = {Te SBiX) : Tn(x) C n*(x) T for all jc e 21}, and the strong commutant Ws(n) is defined by Ws(n) = {Te 3g(&) : Tn(x) C n(x) T for all x e St}.
Here 38(%?) denotes the algebra of all bounded linear operators on %?. Then Ww(n) is a weakly closed set of 38(%?) and is *-closed; that is, it is closed under the usual adjoint operation of 38(%f), but it need not be an algebra. On the other hand, Ws(n) is an algebra, but it is not *-closed in general. If n is selfadjoint, then Ws(n) is a von Neumann algebra with Ws(n) = Ww(n). For further details on unbounded representations, we refer to [7] .
Strong commutativity and Cayley transform
Let nx and n2 he ^-representations of 21 on %*. We say [5] that nx strongly commutes with n2 if the commutant of ^s(tii) is contained in Ws(n2); Ws(ni)' C Ws(n2). Here, for a subset Jt of 38(%f), Jf' denotes the usual commutant of Jf.
For a ^representation n of 21 on ^ and x e %", let VnlX) be the Cayley transform of the closed symmetric operator n(x) ;
Vn(x) = (x(Jc) -i)(*(x) + i)~l, where i = y/^A . Then, as usual, VK(X) is extended to the partial isometry on %? that is zero on the deficiency space ker(7r(x)* -i) = 3l(n(x) + i)x, the orthogonal complement of the range of n(x) + i, and it is also denoted by Hence, we have V*(x) = Vn{_x).
Proposition 2. Let n be a ^-representation of 21. If ^(n) is *-closed, then Vnfx) belongs to Ws(n)' for all x e 21/,. Proof. Let x be in 21/, and take any T in Ws(tc) . Since T commutes with 7i(x), it follows that TVn{x) = Vn{x)T on 3g(ftTx) + i).
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On the other hand, since T* also belongs to Ws(n) by our assumption, Tn(x)* C tt(jc)*7\ Therefore, for c; e 3(n(x)*) with n(x)*tl = i£, we have Tc; e 9S(ti(x)*) and n(x)*TZ = Tn(x)*c; = iTt\. Thus TVn{x) = Vn{x)T = 0 on ker(n(x)* -i), which implies the proposition.
In order to discuss the relation between the strong commutativity of representations and the Cayley transforms corresponding to hermitian elements of 21, we consider the following condition (*) for ^representations n and p of 2t:
for all x, y e 21/, . The following corollary is a direct consequence of Propositions 2 and 3. Theorem 6. Let n be an integrable representation of 21, and let p be a *-representation of 2t with Ws(p) = Ww(p). Then n strongly commutes with p if and only if the condition (*) is satisfied. Proof. Since n is integrable, for each jc 6 21/,, 7r(x) is essentially selfadjoint. By [7, Corollary 8.2.8 or Chapter 9], Ws(n)' is generated by the spectral projections of all selfadjoint operators n(x) with jc e 21/,. Therefore Ws(n)' is generated by all unitary operators VntX) with jc € 21/,; &s(7i)' = {VK{x):xeQl"}".
Suppose the condition (*) is satisfied. By Theorem 5, {Vnlx) : jc e 21/,} C (^"w(p). By our assumption, %?s(p) is a von Neumann algebra with %?s(p) = &w(p). Hence {VKiX) : x e 21/,}" C Ws(p), so that n strongly commutes with PThe converse is clear by Corollary 4.
POINTWISE COMMUTATIVITY
We introduce the notion of pointwise commutativity for representations by the corresponding Cayley transforms, which seems to be reasonable by the preceding arguments.
Definition. Let n and p he *-representations of 21. We say that n commutes pointwise with p, if V*ix) vp(x) = VP(x) V*(x) for all x e 21/,.
The following theorem is an improvement of Theorem 6 in [5] in terms of the pointwise commutativity. A representation p is said to be an extension of ti if 3>(ti) c 3>(p) and n(a)n = p(a)n for all a e 21 and all n e 3f(n).
Theorem 7. Let n be a closed ^-representation of a *-algebra 21 on a Hilbert space %?. If n has an integrable extension p of & which commutes pointwise with ti , then n = p and so n is itself integrable. Proof. Suppose p is an integrable extension of tc and commutes pointwise with ti . Take x in 21/,. Then p(x) is essentially selfadjoint. Let P be the projection of %? onto 3H(n(x) + i); P = V*{x)Vn(x). Since Vplx) is unitary, VP(X) V*,x) = V*,, VptX), and so P commutes with Vp(x). It follows that P commutes with p(x).
Since p D n and p(x) is essentially selfadjoint, n(x) c p(x) c tc(x)* . Hence, for each n e 2l(n(x)), we have Pn e P3)(p(x)) C 3l(p(x)) c 3(n(x)*) and Pn(x)n = p(x)Pn = n(x)*Pn. Thus Pltjx) C n(x)*P. Since I -P is the projection onto ker(7t(jc)* -i), we obtain (I-P)rT(x)n = i(I-P)n for each n e 3>(n(x)). On the other hand, we have (/ -P)n(x)n = (ti(x) + iP)n -P(tc(x) + i)n = -i(I -P)n. It follows from the density of 3(n(x)) that P = I. Similarly, the projection of X onto M(n(x) -i) is also the identity operator on %?. Thus n(x) is essentially selfadjoint for each jc e 21/,. Therefore n is integrable and p = n .
